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1. INTRODUCTION 

The recent surge of interest in string theories has its origin in the hope that 

these theories might provide a realistic, consistent and fundamental theory of 

all interactions [l]. For any string theory to do so, however, it must among 

other things explain the vanishing of the cosmological constant, as well as the 

smallness of the weak interaction scale compared to the Planck scale. Within our 

current understanding of strings, space-time supersymmetry seems crucial to the 

ultimate resolution of these problems. It has been known for some time now that 

in a four-dimensional supersymmetric field theory [2] loop corrections cannot 

renormalize the superpotential [3]. In many cases this protects scalar masses 

from becoming large if they are small at the tree level.. For superstring theories 

in space-time supersymmetric vacua it has been argued on general grounds [4,5] 

that the superpotential for the massless fields is likewise not renormalized. Such a 

renormalization could generate in particular a dilaton tadpole, i.e. destablize the 

vacuum. In supersymmetric theories, however, there may be another type of loop 

effect which destabilizes the vacuum and generates a large cosmological constant 

and scalar masses. This is the Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term [6]. If the unbroken gauge 

group of the theory contains one or more U(1) factors, then radiative corrections 

in the theory may generate a term of the form Ca c(alD(a) in the effective action 

[ 71, where Deal is th e auxiliary field associated with the a’th abelian factor U(“) (1) 

and cc”) are some arbitrary coefficients. 

Using symmetry and effective lagrangian considerations it was argued in 

Ref. [8] that Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms can indeed be generated in string loop 

perturbation even though they are absent at tree level. These terms arise if 

the trace of the Utal (1) g enerator over the tree level massless chiral fermions is 

nonzero. We shall refer to such a U(1) as ‘anomalous’, although in fact these ap- 

parent anomalies are cancelled by the presence of a Wess-Zumino term, precisely 

as in the Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanism [Q]. The presence of 

these D-terms gives masses at one loop to scalars charged under this anoma- 
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lous U(1). Furthermore they will destabilize the vacuum by generating a dilaton 

tadpole at the two loop level [8]. 

The purpose of this paper is to calculate the D-terms in the full string theory 

via the scalar masses they generate. As we shall show these terms are exactly 

calculable in any background preserving supersymmetry. We start our analysis 

from the two point function on the torus for a U(l)-charged scalar in an arbitrary 

supersymmetric background. We show that in the limit k2 + 0, the calculation 

reduces to evaluating the expectation value of a single local operator of conformal 

dimension (1,l). This operator can be interpreted as the vertex operator for 

an auxiliary D-field. (S ince this operator is not the highest component of a 2d 

superfield, it cannot be interpreted as the vertex’operator of a physical field [lo].) 

More evidence for this interpretation follows from the space-time supersymmetry 

transformation properties of this operator: It transforms, as it should, into the 

gaugino vertex operator. 

In calculating the expectation value of the D-term on the torus ( which apriori 

receives contributions from all spin structures ) we show that it is related to the 

expectation value of a dimension (0,l) operator in the periodic-periodic sector 

for the right-handed fermions. Demanding that the final answer be modular 

invariant, we evaluate this term entirely in terms of properties of the massless 

spectrum of the theory. Thus the dependence of the D-terms on the background 

configuration enters entirely through the spectrum of massless states. This is 

as expected from the low energy effective field theory, since the anomaly in the 

corresponding U (1) current is generated by the massless states of the theory. 

An important question at this stage is whether a string vacuum state which 

is destabilized by D-terms can be shifted to a nearby (for small string coupling 

constant) stable vacuum by giving expectation values to various massless scalars. 

The answer depends on the sign of the D-terms generated as well as details of the 

massless spectrum and tree-level couplings [ll]. The sign we find here indicates 

that the standard Calabi-Yau compactifications of the Spin(32)/& heterotic 
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string-as well as various (2,0) orbifolds-can always be stabilized. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: In sec. 2 we give a brief review 

of space-time supersymmetry first in a flat background and then in an arbitrary 

background preserving (2,0) world-sheet supersymmetry. In sec. 3 we calculate 

the D-terms for Spin(32)/& or Es x J?& string theories compactified on arbitrary 

backgrounds using the approach outlined above. Sec. 4 contains an explicit 

calculation of the masses of the U(1) charged scalars for the Spin(32)/& heterotic 

string theory compactified on a 23 orbifold. More specifically, there we calculate 

these masses by looking at the two point function of the charged scalars and 

also at the four point function of an appropriate set of fermions that factor on 

these charged scalars in the s-channel. Even though our techniques developed in 

sec. 3 are general and explicit enough to encompass all backgrounds including 

orbifolds, the calculations presented in sec. 4 provide an independent check on 

our earlier results. Sec. 5 contains our conclusions including a brief discussion of 

the consequences of our results for %-stabilization” of vacua which have been 

destablized by D-terms. Finally in appendix A we discuss the construction of 

vertex operators for the auxiliary F and D fields. 
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2. SPACE-TIME SUPERSYMMETRY 
IN ARBITRARY BACKGROUNDS 

In this section we shall discuss space-time supersymmetry in string theories 

compactified on arbitrary backgrounds which preserve (2,0) world-sheet super- 

conformal invariance [ lo,12 - 14].* These include Calabi-Yau manifolds [15,16], 

various (2,0) orbifolds [17,14] and asymmetric orbifolds [ 181, as well as other 

schemes of compactification [19,20]. We start by briefly reviewing space-time 

supersymmetry in string theories in a flat background [lo]. In this case the ten 

right-handed Majorana-Weyl fermions $JP are grouped into five complex fermions 

and bosonized as 
f+$p N e+@, 

$P - e-+F. (24 

Similarly the superconformal ghosts p, 7 are bosonized as 

d 7-e rl, p - em936 9 P-2) 

where 4 is a bosonic field and q, e are fermionic fields. In terms of the bosonized 

fields we may construct the SO(10) spin operators, 

(2.3) 

and the ghost spin operators, 

In (2.3), if we restrict the total number of - signs to be even, we get a positive 

chirality spinor, whereas if we restrict it to be odd, we get a negative chirality 

spinor. 

rt We use a convention where (rn, n) supersymmetry denotes m right-handed and n left- 
handed supersymmetries. Also an operator of conformal dimension (hi, hi) hae conformal 
dimension hi with respect to the right (left)-handed component of the stress tensor 
w VW 
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Out of these spin fields one can construct local operators on the world-sheet. 

For example, the space-time supersymmetry charge is constructed by combining 

one of the positive chirality spinor fields in (2.3) with the ghost spin field SF: 

Qa = j S;(z)S,(z)dz G f &(z)dz, (2.5) 

while the right-handed part of a fermion emission vertex operator is given by 

[10,211, 

V-$z,u,k) = S;(z)u”(k)S,(z)e”‘X(Z). (2.6) 

The vertex V-i defined above carries a ghost charge -i. In practice, one may 

work with different equivalent vertex operators carrying different ghost charges. 

For example, .an equivalent fermion emission vertex carrying ghost charge i is 

given by 

Vi (z, U, k) = S,‘(Z) l&{ (w - z) ~2T~(t.u)ua(k)Sa(z)eik~X(Z)}, P-7) 

where TF = ~$J~c~XP is the fermionic component of the stress tensor for the 

matter fields. 

A similar picture-changing operation may be carried out as well for the vertex 

operator for the emission of a space-time boson. The canonical bosonic vertex 

operator carries ghost charge 0 and is given by 

Vi(z, e, k) = [,,[i3XcL + ik,~r(z)~Y(Z)]eik’X(z). (24 

However, an equivalent bosonic vertex operator carrying ghost charge -1 is given 

by 

V-1(2, [, k) = E~e-~(“)rCI~(Z)eik’x(Z). (2-Q) 

Note that 

e-+(‘&(z) = lJn{(w - z)(TF(w)V-I(Z))}. (2.10) 

Thus if we ignore the e -0 factor in V-1, the operators V-1 and Vi may be consid- 

ered as the lower and higher components of the same two dimensional superfield. 
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Let us now discuss the fate of the supersymmetry charges Qa under compact- 

ification [ lo,12 - 141. Suppose we compactify the first six directions and denote 

these directions by i,; (1 5 i < 3), leaving the index ~1 for four dimensional 

Minkowski space-time. In this case q5P (II = 4,s) remain free fields, so one can 

still construct the SO(4) spin fields ef( * 4 4*+6) from them. On the other hand 

4i (1 2 i 5 3) b ecome interacting, and hence the supercharges QQ are no longer 

conserved (&J, # 0). H owever if the a-model describing the compactified theory 

has (2,0) world-sheet supersymmetry, it is possible to construct two conserved 

fields s* which correspond to the fields e*$(~l+~~+~~) in the free field case. As a 

result we may construct the conserved supercharges, I 

Qh = 16 Jb(z)dz = f S~(Z)~-(9)e6(*04~~I)dr. 
(2.11) 

In Ja, 44 and $5 must have the same sign in the exponent, whereas in Jh they 

must have opposite signs, in order to have the correct ten dimensional chirality. 

Thus the four dimensional spinors Qa and Qh have positive and negative chirality, 

denoted by undotted and dotted indices respectively. 

We now describe the construction of the fields ,$*. If the non-linear o-model 

describing the dynamics of the internal (compactified) coordinates has a (2,0) 

supersymmetry, the right-moving N = 2 superconformal algebra is generated by 

the stress tensor T(z), the two supercurrents G*(Z)* and a U(1) current J(z). 

* The world-sheet eupersymmetry current TF(Z) which couples to the gravitino is just 
G+(z) + G-(z). 
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The operator products of the various currents are given by, 

TOG* -3 G*(w) + awG*(W) + . . . , 
2 (2 - wp z - w 

T(z)J(w) -(zJF;)2 + ;;f(,-,) + sm., 

G+((z)G+(w) -G-(z)G-(w) - O(l), (2.12) 

J(z)G*(w) -f cf + ..a, 
Z-W 

Here c^ is the central charge of the N = 1 super-Virasoro algebra, normalized so 

that it is 6 for a 6 (real) dimensional internal space. The operator products in 

(2.12) which involve the U(1) current J(z) are consistent with representing J(z) 

as the derivative of a free scalar field H(z). That is, we write 

J(z) = +i&a,H(z), 

(for c^ = 6) where 

T(z)H(w) - -&&H(w), 

H(4w4 - - In (2 - w), 

(2.13) 

so that the H(z) propagator is conventionally normalized. Although H itself is 

not a conformal field, we may construct conformal fields from the derivatives and 



exponentials of H. Examples of such conformal fields are 

g*(*) N e*i$H(s), 

(2.15) 

The S*(z) are precisely the operators needed to construct the space-time super- 

current in eq.(2.11). They also occur in the vertex operators for the gravitino 

and the gauginos in the four dimensional massless spectrum. The tensors c*(z) 

are known as holomorphic and anti-holomorphic three form fields [15,12]. The 

analogs of these fields are required to construct the Lorentz generators in the 

Green-Schwarz 1221 formulation of the theory [13]. As we shall see in appendix 

A, they also play a crucial role in the construction of vertex operators for the 

auxiliary F fields of a chiral supermultiplet. 

The two dimensional theory describing the Es x & or the Spin(32)/22 het- 

erotic string theory [23] 1 a so contains thirty-two left-handed fermions which we 

shall denote by X M. In the standard compactification of these theories on a 

Calabi-Yau manifold with the spin connection identified with the gauge connec- 

tion [l5], twenty-six of these thirty-two fermions remain free, whereas the other 

six fermions naturally combine into three interacting complex fermions Xi and 

their complex conjugates A’. The a-model describing the two dimensional the- 

ory involving the fields Xi, ti, Xi and their complex conjugates turns out to be 

left-right symmetric. As a result there must be a conserved U(1) current U(Z) in 

the left-handed sector which is the analog of the current J(z) in the right-handed 

sector. For the & x Es heterotic string theory compactified on Calabi-Yau mani- 

folds U(Z) is one of the gauge currents for the unbroken &j gauge group, whereas 

for Spin(32)/22 string theory U(Z) generates the U(1) factor of the unbroken 

SO(26) x U(1) gauge group. In the latter theory the associated auxiliary D-field 

may acquire a vacuum expectation value, as we shall see in sec. 3. For more 

general models preserving (2,0) world-sheet supersymmetry, there may be, in 
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general, several U (1) currents in the left-handed sector, and the auxiliary field 

associated with some linear combination of them may develop a vacuum expec- 

tation value. 

3. CALCULATION OF FAYET ILIOPOULOS D-TERMS 
IN ARBITRARY SUPERSYMMETRIC BACKGROUNDS 

In this section we shall calculate the Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms generated at 

the one loop order for the Spin(32)/2 2 or Es X Es heterotic String theory com- 

pactified on any six dimensional background which preserves (2,0) world-sheet 

supersymmetry and space-time supersymmetry. at tree level in the string cou- 

pling constant, and which has one or more U(1) factors in the four dimensional 

gauge group at tree level. In fact no geometrical interpretation of the internal 

(2,0) superconformal theory is necessary for our techniques to be valid. 

In the presence of a linear term of the form d”)D(“) in the four dimensional 

effective action (Dta) denotes the auxiliary field.associated with the avth U(1) fac- 

tor Uc”l(l)), y an scalar field of chirality h carrying charge q(U) under the group 

U(“)(l) gets a mass ih Co q(“)c(“) (6,2]. H ence the coefficients ~(“1 may be ob- 

tained by calculating the mass of any scalar field that carries these U(1) charges.* 

Here fi is the gauge coupling constant, and h is the chirality of the scalar field 

defined as follows: A scalar field belonging to a chiral supermultiplet commutes 

with one of the supersymmetry charges Qa or Qb, depending on the chirality of 

the fermion field in the multiplet. If it commutes with Qk(Q&) we shall define 

the chirality of the scalar field to be -l(+l). Th us a negative (positive) chiral- 

ity scalar transforms to an undotted (dotted) spinor field, under supersymmetry 

transformation by Qa (Qh), and belongs to the same supermultiplet as this field. 

Consequently we shall define the chirality of an undotted (dotted) spinor field to 

* Note that the coefficients c to) will depend on how we normalire the D fields. However, 
the scalar mass is unambiguous. We are using the normalitation convention of Wess and 
Bagger [2] except that our gauge coupling constant (a) is related to their (e) by 3 = e/2. 
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be -l(+l). As discussed in the appendix, the spinors appearing in the vertex 

operator of a state are related to the field describing the state through multipli- 

cation by b, consequently, a dotted (undotted) fermionic vertex operator will 

have chirality -l(+l). 

We start with the vertex operator &$d2zVo(z, k) for a general massless 

scalar field carrying da)(l) charge q(a) and the vertex operator & s d2zfii(z, k) 

for its CPT conjugate state.+ The subscript 0 denotes that the vertex operators 

carry no net superconformal ghost charge; equivalently, they are the highest 

components of some superfields. Note that we have introduced an explicit factor 

of & multiplying the vertex operator where g is the coupling constant of the 

theory, whose relation with the four dimensional gauge coupling constant will 

be determined shortly. Let W(z, k) and J?(z, k) be the lower components of 

the superfields of which V, P are the highest components. Then W, 6’ are 

conformal fields of dimension (i, 1) and are space-time scalars. These fields are 

of two different types. One type combines @ ‘ from the right-handed sector with 

8Xy from the left-handed sector in order to form a Lorentz invariant object. This 1 
gives the vertex operators for the dilaton and its associated axion, which carry 

no internal U(a) (1) h g c ar e and hence are not of immediate interest to us. The 

other type of VV, I@ field is completely constructed out of internal fields carrying 

no Lorentz index. These take the general form 

W(z, k) = f (&)eikpX’, 

@(z, k) = j(pj)eikpxr, 
(3.1) 

where j and f are some functions of the interacting fields (pj. For a-model 

compactifications (pi consist of Xi, t,!~‘, their complex conjugates, and X”. By 

a picture-changing operation we may convert the vertex operator Vii&) to a 

+ In our convention dLz = 2idzdy if z = x + iy. 
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vertex operator V-1(?-,) carrying net ghost charge -1, 

V-l(z, Z, k) = e%V(z, t, k), 

Fql(z,z,k) = e-%‘(z,Z,k), 
(3.2) 

where q5 is a bosonized ghost field. 

Vi(?ii) may be determined in terms of W(c) by applying the world-sheet 

supersymmetry generator: 

V. = l$(w - 2){2T$7w) + qb,&)W‘(t#~(~, e). 

= {g(z, Z) - ikp$p((z) j(z, P)}eikFxr. 
(3.3) 

Here Tpt denotes the fermionic component of the super stress tensor involving 

the internal fields, and 

g(z, a) = l&{ (w . 

Similarly we may express FO as, 

fio(z, E, k) = {i(v) 

4(2Tji%4f (2, z))). 

- ikp@‘(z)f(z, I)}eik’X. 

(3.4 

(3.5) 

The vertex operators are normalized so that acting on the SL(2,C) invari- 

ant ground state j(z,~) creates a normalized state, i.e. the leading term in the 

product j(z, ~)j( w,@) is normalized to be (Z - w)-~(z - a)-2. The vertex op- 

erators for the gauge bosons in the -1 picture are normalized in the same way, 

after taking out the f factor. With this normalization, if three vertex operators 
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&V(ll(s, kr), &V(2)(s, k2) and &V(3)(z, ks) satisfy the operator product,* 

V(1)(z,k1)~(2)(w,k2) - &,= _ w;‘-“le~zv(3)(W,h), (3.6) 

then the tree level three point coupling between these states is given by (-2&g). 

Using the vertex operator for the gauge field (e-#@‘(s) Utal (Z)eik.X) in the - 1 

picture, it is not difficult to see that in this scheme the coupling of a V(a) (1) 

gauge boson to a scalar field of momentum k is given by 2gq(“)kp. Thus g may 

be identified with the four dimensional gauge coupling constant 8. 

At this point we shall give a definition of the chirality of a scalar field in 

terms of its operator product expansion with the current .7(z). In order to 

survive the GSO projection, the operators W(z, f, k), !$‘(a, Z, k) must carry odd 

two dimensional fermion number. Since the charge Jo associated with the current 

J(z) measures the fermion number in the internal dimension (up to a sign), the 

operators f(z, Z), i( z, z must carry odd JO charge. Equivalently, odd Jo charge -) 

is required for V-1 and p-1 to be local with respect to the supersymmetry current 

Ja. On the other hand f, f have conformal dimension (), 1). It can be shown 

that the dimension of an operator carrying a charg e ic is bounded from below by 

1 .2 fjJ0 [ 121. This constrains the Jo eigenvalues of f(f) to be fl. This Jo charge may 

be identified with the chirality h(-h) of the corresponding space-time scalars. We 

then have the operator product expansion, 

J(z)f(w, u) - -&(w, 4, J(4f”(w, a) - -hj(w, a). 
Z-W (3.7) 

In order to calculate the one loop contribution to the scalar mass, we need to 

evaluate the correlator of the operators &V(q, k) and &V(zz, -k) on a torus 

characterized by the Teichmuller parameter r, sum over all possible boundary 

conditions on the fermion fields (spin structures [24])t and then integrate over 

* In our convention CI’ = 2. 
$ Actually we should average over the possible boundary conditions in the T direction, which 

gives rise to an extra factor of &. We absorb this in the definition of the correlator. 
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the location of the vertices on the world-sheet, as well as over r. There are four 

possible boundary conditions on the torus for the right handed fermions. These 

may be expressed as (P, P), (P, A), (A, A) and (A, P), where, for example, (P, P) 

denotes periodic boundary condition on the fermions along both cycles on the 

torus. The spin structures (A,P), (A,A) and (P,A) are known as even spin 

structures, whereas the spin structure (P, P) is known as the odd spin structure. 

Neither the fermions t,P nor the superconformal ghosts p, 7 have any zero mode 

for any of the even spin structures, and so their contribution to the scalar mass 

squared has the form 

g2 -- 
479 / 

d2Td2Zld2Z2(Vi(Z1, k)tii(Zz, -k)‘),. (3.8) 

The subscript e in ( )c denotes a sum over even spin structures in the right-handed 

sector. The explicit minus sign reflects the fact that the two point function in 

a euclidean field theory is equal to -m 2. On the other hand, in the periodic- 

periodic (P, P) sector the superconformal ghosts p, 7 as well as the free right- 

handed fermions $+ have zero modes. The zero. modes of /3,7 signal the presence 

of a conformal Killing spinor, as well as a supermodulus in this sector. As a result, 

the contribution to m2 from this sector has the form 

/ 
d2ald222(V~(=l,k)~--l(z2,-k)e~(zo)(~~t(~) + $bpt3Xp(z0)))pp. P-9) 

This can be seen to vanish identically due to the zero modes of the free right- 

handed fermions @ ‘, $fi (CL = 4,5), using eqs. (3.1) - (3.3). 

Since the expectation value of a single @ ‘ is zero by fermion number conser- 

vation, we may express (3.8) as, 

We shall now show that the first term on the right hand side of (3.10) van- 

ishes identically. For this we need to know the supersymmetry transformation 
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properties of VCJ(?O). For Vi of negative chirality (as defined in sec. 2) we have 

IlO1 

[Qa,Vo(d)l = V,((&jub), 

[Qdr, Vo(z, k)] = 0, 
[Qa, po(z, k)] = 0, 
[Qdo(G)] = V+((&d), 

(3.11) 

where V, is the vertex operator for the corresponding fermionic state. From 

(3.11) we see that, 

[Qa,Vo(z, k = O)] = [Q6,ito(z , k = 0)] = 0 . (3.12) 

If Vi had positive chirality, the roles of Vi and I&, would be interchanged. 

Let us now introduce the fields 

P+ = s$+s,+s,+ 1 (3.13) 

and 

P- = s,‘s-s,-s,-, (3.14) 

of conformal dimensions (1,0) and (0,O) respectively. The fields ,!?* have been 

defined in sec. 2. Since P+ is the current for one of the supersymmetry charges 

Qa, we get from eqs.(3.12), (3.3) and (3.5), 

f 
dzP+(z)g(w, tD) = 

f 
dzP+(z)~(w,ti) = 0. (3.15) 

Now, P+(z) is a field of conformal dimension (1,0) and g(w,a) (Q(w,@)) is 

a field of conformal dimension (1,l). The fields P+(z), g(w,@) and i(w,ti) are 

local with respect to each other. Thus the singularities in the operator product 

p+(Mw,@) (p+(z)i( w, iii)) can only be a double pole or a single pole. The 
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double pole term is seen to be absent on dimensional grounds: It can occur if 

there is a field in the operator product with conformal dimension hR = 0; however 

the right hand side of the operator product expansion must contain the field S; 

of conformal dimension hR = g [lo] coming from P+. The single pole term is 

absent due to eq. (3.15). This show that P+(z) does not have any singularity 

near g(w, a) or i(w, TZ). On the other hand, 

P+(z)P-(w) - A. (3.16) 

Let us now consider the correlator, 

where in ( ) we have summed over all the spin structures. F(z, w, zr, ~2) must 

be doubly periodic as a function of z with periods 1 and r, and has at most a 

single pole at z = w. But the only such function is a constant [26,27], hence the 

residue of the pole at z = w must vanish. We now get, using eq.(3.16), 

(g(zl)~(z2)eik~X(z1)e~ik’x~z2~)e = !Fw(z - w)(F(z, W, zl, 22) 

-(P+(z)P-(w)g(z~)~(z~)eik~X~“1)e-’k~X(z2))pp} = 0. 

(3.17) 

The contribution to the right-hand side of (3.17) from the periodic-periodic sec- 

tor vanishes as follows: In this sector the correlator (S,‘(z)S,‘(z)S;(z)S~(w) 

Sc(w)Sz(w))pp is proportional to &(fz - iw)/(tir(z - w))i [28,29]. Thus 

besides the singularity of order (z - w)-i determined by the operator product 

expansion, the correlator has an explicit factor of (z - w). Combining this with 

the correlator (S+S-gi) in the internal space, which has at most a singularity 

of order (z - w)-i, we see that the full correlator in the periodic-periodic sector 

is singularity free in the z + w limit. 
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Naively, the second term on the right hand side of eq. (3.10) also vanishes 

identically, since the free fermion correlator involving +‘ and $J” must be propor- 

tional to P’, and hence the term is proportional to k2 which vanishes on-shell. 

However, we shall set k2 to zero only at the end of the calculation, after calcu- 

lating the correlator and performing the integral over zi. As we shall see, the 

integral over the world sheet coordinates gives a factor of & which cancels the 

k2 term in the numerator and gives a finite answer in the k2 + 0 limit. 

A justification for this procedure may be given by considering the four point 

function (ni Vti,(ki,zi)) where the V(i) s factorize on Vo,Fo: 

lim V(l)(=l,kl)V(2)(=2rk2) - ~1 (zl _ %;I a2+z1 I-kl.ka (11 - ,;,-k,.k, ‘(=” Icl + k2)9 

lim V&3, h)V(&, h) - ~2 &-‘a (z3 _ .:,,-k8.k. (g3 _ ,,;l-kzyk,‘(z3v k3 + k4)’ 

(3.18) 

Thus at tree level there are three point couplings between V(1), V(2) and V, 

and between V(3), Vt4) and ?. One choice for-these vertex operators is to take 

Vtl) and Vc3) as the vertex operators V and ? respectively, and Vt2) and V(4) 

as the vertex operators of some U(1) g au e g b osons which couple to these scalar 

fields. Hence if we look at the one loop four point scattering, and look for poles 

in the s-channel, we should expect to see a double pole of the form 

-(2ig)2ElE2 @km; )2 9 
1’ 2 

(3.19) 

where m2 is the one loop mass square insertion for the scalar created by V. On 

the other hand, from (3.18) we get, 

($4 d2=1d222d2=3d2=4(v~1)(=1,k1)V(2)(=2,k2)V(3)(=33rk3)V(4)(=4,k4)) 

- (2ig)2 cl 
2kl . k2 2k3 - kq (2i~)~ 

d2z1d2z3(V(q, h + h)p(=s, k3 + h)). 

(3.20) 
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The (2kl . ka)-l and (2k3 . kq)-l appear from the zs and z4 integrals re- 

spectively. Thus we see that the calculation of m2 reduces to the calculation 

of -& s d2rJ d2zr s d2z3(V(z1, kl + kz)c(zs, k3 + kd)) as before, however, now 

(kl + k2)2 need not be set to zero until the end of the calculation. 

Thus we need to calculate the $ term in 

&(a - =2) -2k2 
(3.21) 

=- 
w9 

(~‘(=~)1L”(=z)r(=l)~(=2))e, 

where we have explicitly calculated the relevant contribution from the X-correlator 

in the k2 + 0 limit [30]. 

The $ pole from the zz integral, comes from the (zr - ~z)-l-~“(~r - &)-lVL2 

term in the integrand. Thus we must look at,operator product expansions in- 

volving the 11, and the j fields. Now, 

V(=1)?q=2) = (z16rz2) + 0(=1 - 4, (3.22) 

Since f, j are operators of conformal dimension (i,l), Amnia is an operator of 

conformal dimension (1 - m + a, 2 - n + o). Thus Alz;o must be proportional 

to the identity operator. As pointed out before, f, i are normalized so that 

the coefficient of this operator is unity. Upon substituting (3.22) and (3.23) into 

(3.21) we see that only the, term involving the operator Aol;o from (3.23) and 

5 from eq. (3.22) can give the required singularity in the integrand. Let us 
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denote the operator Aol;o by N. Thus we get, 

/ 
d2z2(VO(z1, k&(=2, -k& = -k2 

/ 
d2=2 

(3.24) 

( =1 - 4 -1-k2(zl - ~~)-‘-~~(N(z~,~r))e. 

So the coefficient of the linear term in D may be determined from the equa- 

tion: 

(3.25) 

Let us now determine the operator N. First of all, note from eq.(3.23) that 

it is an operator of conformal dimension (1,l). Secondly, since N appears in 

the operator product of an operator with its CPT conjugate, it carries zero 

charge under the conserved U(1) current J belonging to the right-handed N = 2 

superconformal algebra. Thus the operator product of J with N has at most a 

double pole, and no single pole: 

J(z)N(w,t@) = 
(z ‘,)2 

M(tB) + non-singular terms, (3.26) 

where M is a field of conformal dimension (0,l). As a result, when M(a) is 

combined with the operator (ax“ + iky$p$v) from the right handed sector, it 

gives the vertex operator of a massless vector particle. So M must be a lin- 

ear combination (Co Q (“)U(a) (a)) of the left-handed currents U(“) (ti) associated 

with the generators of the four dimensional gauge group. Furthermore, since 

M(a) appears in the product of a vertex operator f of a state with the vertex 

operator of its CPT conjugate state, it must carry zero charge under any element 

of the Cartan subalgebra of the four dimensional gauge group. As a result, only 

the currents associated with the generators of the Cartan subalgebra of the four 
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dimensional gauge group may appear in the sum Ca CY(“)U(~) (a). This of course 

includes all the U(1) factors. We may now write 

J(z)N(w, a) = cl@) da) (a) + non-singular terms. (3.27) 

Since J(z)J(w) - lh + non-singular terms, we may express N as 

N(w,a) = &W)(tD) + fi(w,tq, 
a 

(3.28) 

where 

J(z)fi(w,t~) = non-singular. t (3.29) 

In order to determine the coefficients ~(~1 in (3.28) let us consider the correlator, 

(f(=l,%)f”(=2,~2)J(=3)u@)(~3))S, (3.30) 

where the subscript S denotes that we are calculating the correlator on the sphere 

instead of a torus. By SL(2, C) invariance this is proportional to [31]: 

K(*)(Zl - Z2)-l(Zl - Z3)-l(Z2 - Z3)-l(.Fl - Z3)-l(E2 - .23)-l. (3.31) 

Kc*) may be determined by first taking the limit zr + z2 in (3.30), using eq.(3.23), 

and then taking the z2 + zs limit. Only the term involving Aol;o E N in eq.(3.23) 

contributes in this limit, the contribution being given by,* 

Jb)(Z1 - Z2)-‘(iT2 - iT3)-2(Z2 - Z3)-2. (3.32) 

Comparing with (3.31) we see that, 

K(b) = CyvJ). (3.33) 

On the other hand we may take the limit zs + zr first, and then take the zr + z2 

* We have chosen a normalization where UcQ) (z)Utb) (0) - &. 
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limit in (3.30). In the z3 + zr limit, 

J(=3)U(*)(~3)f(=1,%) - h 
z3 - Zl 

q(b) f(=1, Zl), 
z3 - Zl 

(3.34) 

h and qcb) being the (internal) chirality (51) and the U@) (1) charges of the opera- 

tor f(zr , ~1). Since the internal and the four dimensional chiralities are correlated, 

h is also the four dimensional chirality of the field Vo(z, k). Substituting (3.34) 

in (3.30) and taking the zr + z2 limit, we get for the leading singular term, 

hqtb) 

(=3 - a)(23 - 21) (Zl - ,,;z, - .F2)2.’ 

Comparing with (3.31) and (3.33) we get, 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

Using eqs.(3.25), (3.28) and (3.36) we get, 

h c ,b)&) = $/d2r/d2z1[;x q@)( J(z@=$$)e + (fi( a, %)),I * 
a a 

(3.37) 

We shall now show that (fi( zr, ~1))~ vanishes identically. For this we need 

the representation of J, g+ and & in terms of the free field H introduced in 

sec. 2: 

J(z) = +i&,H, 

lZ+=e . +i$H(z) 
(3.38) 

Using eq. (3.29) we see that J(z)l?( w 1s ree ) ’ f f rom any singularity, hence so must 

be the product H(z)fi(w): Th’ IS, in turn, shows that @(z)fi(w) is free from 

any singularity. In the same way we showed that (P+(z)P-(w)g(zl, XI)~(Z~, 22) 
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eik.X(zl)e-ikeX(z2) ) is independent of z, we may show that (P+(z)P-(w)fi(zl, ~1)) 

is a constant as a function of z, and so,+ 

#(=I, %)>c = ilw(= - W)(P+(Z)P-(W)fi(z~,P~))e = 0. (3.39) 

Thus,* 

,&a) = -is! d2T 
27r 3 / / 

d2z1(J(zl)U(“)(zl)),. (3.40) 

From this it appears that -$ J(z)U(“) (2) may be interpreted as the vertex op- 

erator for the auxiliary field D(“). M ore evidence for this fnterpretation will be 

presented in appendix A, along with a similar discussion for the vertex 

for the F-type auxiliary fie1ds.t 

We now proceed to relate (J(z~)U(~)(Z~)), to another correlator. 

from the correlator 

operators 

We start 

(P+(z)P-(w) JUMP)). (3.41) 

Since 

J(=l)P+(=) - &-&P+(z), (3.42) 

the correlator in eq. (3.41) has a pole at z = w and at z = zr as a function of 

z. Since it is also periodic as a function of z it must vanish at two points on 

t The contribution from the periodic-periodic sector may be subtracted from this correlator 
aa was done in eq.(3.17), and may be shown to be singularity free in the z 4 w limit. 

* On the right hand side of eq.(3.37) the sum over u runs over all the U(1) factors of the 
four dimensional gauge group, as well as the Cartan subalgebras of non-Abelian factors 
in the gauge group. Hence it seems from eq.(3.40) that we generate D-terms associated 
with the non-Abelian part of the gauge group as well. However, (J(z~)U(~)(Z~))~ vanishes 
identically due to non-Abelian gauge symmetry if U(=) belongs to the Cartan eubalgebra 
of a non-Abelian factor. This will be Been explicitly later. 

$ The existence of F-type auxiliary field vertex operators was noted by E. Martinet in collab- 
oration with one of the authors (L.D.) and of D-type vertex operators by V. Kaplunovsky 
and L. D.. 
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the torus, whose sum must be equal to zr + w. Let us denote these points by 

a + R(=l,w) and w - R(zr, w). Then we may write, 

(P+(z)P-(w) J(zl)U(“)(zl)) 

f qzl w)&(= -a - qQw))&(= - w + qww)) (3.43) 
, 

&(= - w)h(= - =1) 
, 

where F(zr , w) is a function of zr and w. It may be determined by noting that as 

z --) zr, the residue at the pole in (3.43) must be given by -~(P+(z~)P-(w)U(~)(E~)). 

This gives 

F(Zl, w) =- -@o) &(%I - w)(P+(zI)P-(w)Uq~~)) 
t9~(-R(zl,w))tQl - w + Jq=w))’ 

(3.44) 

We now use 

( J(zl)U(“~(z~)), = 1’ *yw (= - w)((P+(=)P-(w) J(=@‘)(%)) 

-(P+(=)P-(w)J(II)U(~)(II))PP}]. 
(3.45) 

The first term may be determined using eqs.(3.43) and (3.44). The second term 

vanishes due to the extra t9r( frz - iw) in the correlator involving S:, S,f and 

Sgf . Thus we get, 

(J(a)U(=)(%))e = ;(P+(z~)P-(w)u(“)(z~)). (3.46) 

Note that in the correlator on the right hand side of eq.(3.46) we must sum 

x over all spin structures. We shall show that this correlator is related to the 

expectation value of d”)(- ) zr in the periodic-periodic sector. In order to do this 

let us introduce the correlator (P+(z)P-(w)U(~)(Z~)), for a fixed spin structure 

u in the right handed sector. This correlator is no longer periodic in z with period 
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1 and T, instead the correlator in a given spin structure gets transformed to a 

correlator of a different spin structure under translation of z by 1 or T. However, 

it must be doubly periodic as a function of z with period 2 and 27. Inside the 

parallelogram described by the period 2 and 27 the correlator has four poles, at 

Z = w, w + T, w + 1 and w + 1 + r. It is more convenient to use the variable i in 

terms of which the periods become 1 and T again. Hence the function must also 

have four zeros as a function of i, whose sum must be 2w + 1 + T (up to shifts 

by 1 or 7). Let us take the positions of these zeros to be at t = y + A,, T + B,, 

y + C, and F + D, respectively (mod 1 and 7). We shall take 

&+B,+C,+D,=o. (3.47) 

Now, a function is completely determined by the positions of its zeros and poles up 

to a multiplicative constant (independent of z) [26,27]. In the periodic-periodic 

sector (y = 1) we get* 

= jp(2 
1, - fw - A& (fz - fw - B1)dl (;z - ;w - C&91 (fz - )w - 01) 

29&z - $W)l91($% - $w - ))t9&% - fw - ;T)l91(;% - )w + f(1+ 7)) 

= k9l()” - fw - A1)~l(~z - fw - B1)9#z - iw - Cl)rPl($z - fw - Dl) 
&(= - w) 

, 

(3.48) 

where K, k are unknown constants. (In going from the first to the second 

equality we have used the fact that &(z - w) and tir($z - iw)tir ()z - fw - f) 

(91($z-~w-+)r91(fz-fw+~(1+r)) h ave the same periodicity properties and 

same zeros in the z-plane, hence they must be proportional to each other.) Fur- 

thermore, since the part of the correlator involving (S,‘(z)S~(z)S;(w)S~(w) 

SC (4s; (4) may be calculated explicitly and shown to be proportional to 

* See ref. 1291 for our e-function conventions. 
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&(y)/pl(= - w)): [28,29], we see from (3.48) that D1 must vanish. The 

contribution to (P+(z)P-(w)U(~)(Z~)). f or other spin structures v may be de- 

termined by shifting z by 1 or r in (3.48). We finally get, 

= &M+ - )w - A&9&z - iw - B&9&z - $w - C,)S,(;z - ;w) 
h(= - w) 

, 

(3.49) 

where u = 1,2,3,4 denotes spin structures (P, P), (P, A), (A, A) and (A, P) 

respectively. Here 61 = Ss = 1 and Sz = 64 = -1. Summing over spin structures 

and using the Riemann theta identity [28,29] and eq.(3.47) with D1 = 0 we get, 

(P+(z)P-(w)U(“)(zl)) = 21”r’19~(-A~)t9~(B~)19~(C~). (3.50) 

On the other hand, in the periodic-periodic sector, (P+(z)P-(w)U(~) (~l))pp 

may be expressed as 

(3.51) x 
256~~ (Im  T)~ > 

where (( )) d enotes a trace over all the internal fields &  (for a-model compactifi- 

cations pj consists of Xi,XZ, $J~, t,@  and AM) , and a sum over spin structures in the 

left-handed sector; ~(7) is the Dedekind eta function [26]. In writing eq.(3.51) we 

have extracted all the normal ordering constants, so that the SL(2, C)-invariant 

- ground state for the internal superconformal field theory has Lp) = zp) = 0. 

The explicit factors in (3.51) come from taking the trace over the fields Xp, $JP 

and the ghost fields, and dividing by the volume (Im  r) of the group of trans- 

lations on the torus. The overall normalization has been chosen so that the 
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partition function reproduces (-1) times the sum of the contributions to the 

cosmological constant from individual states if we extend the integration over 72 

from 0 to 00 instead of restricting it to the fundamental region in the moduli 

space (321. In fixing the overall normalization, we have also explicitly introduced 

a factor of ) in order to take into account the fact that we must average over the 

spin structures in the r direction instead of summing over them [24]. The factor 

of i only accounts for the right-handed sector. Similar factors coming from the 

left-handed sector are still implicit inside the correlator (( )), and will be taken 

into account during the evaluation of the correlator. 

Comparing eqs.(3.49) and (3.51) we get 

(VJ’“’ W),P = ;&t(= - w)~((s+(z)~-(w)uqzl)))pp} 

=256~r~ii(q(~))~(rj(~))~(Im T)~ (3.52) 

X (9:(0))-1~1(-Al)r91(-B1)191(-Cl)ei~~e-i~’. 

Comparing with (3.50) and using the relation (9:(O) = -27r(~(r))~ we get 

(P+(z~)P-(w)uqEl)) = - g&l-n ~r3wr2 

x ( (ut”) (Zl)))ppe-iFTeiFr, 
(3.53) 

and so, from (3.40) and (3.46), 

,(=I = - 9 
/ 

-- 
128~~ 

(LrJ2 (q(7) 2((U(u)(Z~)))ppei~‘e-iSr 

= / tI,“:)2F(5 ~1, 

(3.54) 

where we have explicitly performed the zr integral to get a factor of 2iIm r, using 

the fact that the integrand is independent of zr due to translational invariance on 
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the torus. ((U(“) (zI)>>,, may now be evaluated using the operator formalism, 

in which it is given by 

where the trace is taken over all the states in the Ramond sector of the internal 

superconformal theory, i.e. states whose operators are double valued with re- 

spect to Tpt. $‘(intl counts the number of internal right-handed fermions. PGSO 

denotes the appropriate GSO projection operator [33,10,24] in the left-handed 

sector. If Gp) (= Go+ + Go) denotes the generator of the (1,0) supersymmetry, 

then the contribution to the trace from any state In) and the state Gpl In) can- 

cel each other, since Gp1 commutes with LPI, zpl’, ~GSO and U(u)(~l) but 

anticommutes with (-l)F(i"'). Thus only the states with Gp) = 0 (+ Lp) = 

Gz+ g = 3) contribute to the correlator. (After being combined with the vacuum 

of the Xp, @ ‘ and the ghost system, these correspond to massless states of the 

theory.) Thus we see that the integrand F(r, ?) in eq.(3.54) has no dependence on 

7. Since & is a modular invariant measure, this shows that F(r, 1) regarded 

as a function of 5 must be a modular form of weight zero, i.e. it must be modular 

invariant. 

Invariance under 7 + 7 + 1 shows that ((U(“) (~1)))~~ can receive contribu- 

tion from states with integer Lp) eigenvalues only. The lowest zp) eigenvalue 

(zy) = 0) is provided by the SL(2,C) invariant ground state. But Ut”) (~1) is 

a conformal field of dimension (OJ), so by SL(2, C) invariance it has vanishing 

vacuum expectation value in this state. Thus the lowest states which can con- 

tribute to ((U(“) (~1)))~~ have Lp) = 1. They correspond to massless states of 

the string theory, after being combined with the ghost vacuum with zihost = -1. 

x Due to translational invariance on the cylinder, we may replace U(‘) (~1) by 

] doU(=+~, 7) = f f dtijU(“)(a) E f f dgfi(=)(@, 
i 

0 

(3.56) 
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where 

co = 7 + ia, fj = e2rm* (3.57) 

If V(w’,t~‘) describes a vertex operator carrying U(u) charge q(“), then on 

the plane, 

w (g)V (w ‘, a’) - 
,(=I 

& _ e2r@ ,V(w’,d). (3.58) 

Thus acting on a state created by the vertex operator V at w’ = -oo we get, 

f f d@(=)(g) IV) - ; f dgg q(u) IV) = 2xq(=)Iv). (3.59) 

Therefore in (3.55) we may replace U(“)(E~) by Ui”, where U$“’ measures the 

total U(‘) (1) charge. This gives, 

since in this limit ( (U(“)(Z~)))~~ receives contribution from the lowest lying 

states only. Since q(r) goes to esifir as r + -ioo, we see from (3.54) that 

F(r, 7) goes to a constant in this limit. However as is well known a modular form 

of weight zero which is bounded at infinity must be a constant [34]. Hence F(r, ?) 

may be determined by evaluating it at infinity, i.e. by simply evaluating the sum 

W{(-1) =~i”t)~~SOu~u)}~~t~=f,~6”t)=1. In this expression (-l)F(i”‘) measures 

the four dimensional chirality of a fermionic state up to a sign. The precise sign 

is determined as follows. First note that GSO projection requires,* 

(-1) 
F(int)+F(=t)+p(ff) -1 = . (3.61) 

* The phases 6, in eq. (3.49) give a relative minus sign between the partition functions 
with periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions in the r-direction. We interpret this as 
defining the projection operator to be (1 - (-1)F”ot’)/2. We may also absorb the minus 
sign into a redefinition of Ftint), F(CZf) or F(g). Th’ d IS oes not change the final outcome of 
our analysis. 
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Let us define Jc4) to be the fermion number density for the system $J’,@, so 

that S,‘(SL) carries Jp’ charge i(-i). Then, 

s: wi- (4 - (% ‘,), {1+ & - w)d4) (to)}. (3.62) 

Let us now note that in our normalization convention, 

(3.63) 

as can be seen from eq. (3.51); Fc4) d enotes the fermion number for the $4, @  

system. Taking the limit z + w in (3.65), and comparing with (3.64) we get, 

Trp{(-l)="'JqZ)} = -2T(Q(T))2. (3.64) 

If .Jf’ denotes the total Jc4) charge this gives , 

Tv{(-1) Fc4y)} = -(q(7))2. (3.65) 

This shows that at the lowest mass level the Fc4) and Jf) eigenvalues are nega- 

tively correlated, in other words a state with positive Ji4’ eigenvalue (Sz10)) has 
(-1)F”’ = -1 and vice versa. 

A similar analysis may be carried out for the (@, $“) and the ghost system.’ 

The net result is that a state of the form S~S~e-~/210) or S~S~e-~/210) has 

(-1) F*zt+F# = 1 and states of the form S~S~e-~/210) and S~S~e-~/210) have 

(-1) Fe,t+F,, = -1. From this we see that a state with (-l)Fint = 1 ((-)Fint = -1) 

_ must combine with a dotted (undotted) four dimensional spin field of chirality 

-l(+l) to produce a physical vertex operator. As a result 

t The easiest way to analyse the ghost system is to consider the uncompactified theory and 
use the fact that the state n! S,?e-#/“IO), being an allowed state haa (-l)F(t”) = -1. 
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-Trp{(-l)F’“‘@ ‘P GSO)@L;,Ly,,l denotes the number of massless 

fermions (ni) in the theory weighted by their chirality (hi) and the U(“)(l) charge 

(qi”‘), and we finally get 

J”) = g 641ij/ (L:, 5i@hi = $-&nig,(")hi. (3.66) 
i i 

The numerical value of c(“) can be evaluated from (3.66) entirely in terms 

of properties of the massless spectrum. In the case of (2,2) Spin(32)/& com- 

pactifications the parameters in (3.66) can be computed by using index theorems 

[35,36]. Furthermore we see easily from the above equation that if Ui”’ refers to 

a U(1) subgroup of a non-Abelian group, then .Ci npgi")hi vanishes identically. 

This is due to the-fact that the massless fermions be&g to some (reducible) 

representation of this non-Abelian gauge group, and that TrUi’) vanishes in any 

such representation. 

The above result may be interpreted as the result of a direct computation of 

the D-term tadpole in the four dimensional effective field theory with a stringy 

regularization. Since the massive states always come in pairs carrying opposite 

charges, only the massless states contribute. Their contribution is given by 

c(“) = g; c nig,!“)hi 
i / (3.67) 

where the explicit factor of f arises due to the fact that xi niqihi counts scalar 

field and its complex conjugate as different states, whereas s $$& is the contri- 

bution to the tadpole from the scalar together with its complex conjugate field. 

We now express the divergent integral as 

where following ref. [ 321 we’have identified the proper time variable 8 with 47~2 

(for o’ = 2 ). We now identify 71 +irz as the Teichmuller parameter r and regulate 
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the divergence at s = 0 by restricting the 7 integration to the fundamental region 

of the Teichmuller space. This gives back the answer obtained in eq. (3.66). 
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4. EXPLICIT RESULTS ON ORBIFOLDS 

A. TWO POINT FUNCTION 

In this section we shall illustrate some of the above general results through 

explicit calculations on orbifolds [17]. In particular we shall explicitly verify that 

scalars carrying a charge under an anomalous U(1) develop a mass at the one 

loop level. Although our calculations here can be carried out for a general class 

of orbifold models, we choose for definiteness the Spin(32)/& heterotic string 

compactified in the standard fashion [17] on a 23 orbifold. In this compactifica- 

tion the 23 twist generates the center of both the SU(3) holonomy group and 

an SU(3) subgroup of the SO(32) gauge group. The resulting four-dimensional 

gauge group is SU(3) x U(1) x 0(26) and the U(1) as can easily be verified is 

anomalous. 

As in the previous section, we begin by considering the following two point 

amplitude at the one loop: 

A(k) = $ / d2r / d2nd2z2(VO(k, zl)co(-k, z2)). (4-l) 

Here Vo(k,zl) is the vertex operator for the emission of a U(1) charged scalar 

belonging to the untwisted sector of the orbifold Hilbert space. We take this 

vertex to be: 

vp)(k,Z1) = (iXp(zl)X~(.zl)) (i?Xj(~l) + ik,rCtY(%l)~j(zl))eik’x(Z1) (4.2) 

where j = 1,2 or 3 is an internal index to be distinguished from Minkowski 

indices pu; no sum over j is implied. P is an 0(26) vector index and runs over 

7,...,32. +(z) are the right-handed fermions on the world-sheet while A(Z) are 

left-handed fermions representing the gauge degrees of freedom of the heterotic 

string. ?$)(ka, 22) is the vertex operator for the CPT conjugate state. It is given 

by (4.2) with j and j interchanged. The overall phase and normalization of the 
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vertex operator have been chosen so as to be consistent with the convention used 

in sec. 3. The amplitude in (4.1) t a zero momentum is equal to -m2, where m 

is the mass of the U(1) charged scalar at one loop. 

In the 23 orbifold background, just as in flat space-time, all two-dimensional 

fields appearing in the correlator (4.1) are free. However, the boundary conditions 

on the torus for the internal “twisted” fields, Xi, $i, Ai and their complex con- 

jugates, differ from the usual flat space-time boundary conditions by 23 phases 
(l,ei2r/3,ei4a/3 ). The complete correlator involves a sum over 9 different bound- 

ary conditions, or twist structures; there are 3 possible boundary conditions in 

the a-direction and 3 in 7. For the world-sheet fermions @, xi the 23 phases mul- 

tiply the usual fl factors corresponding to different spin structures. Just as the 

sum over spin sturctures implements a projection onto states with even fermion 

number and allows both space-time fermions and bosons to propagate around 

the loop, similarly the sum over twist structures implements a projection onto 

&-invariant states and allows both untwisted and twisted states to propagate 

around the loop. Both sums are necessary for modular invariance of the one loop 

amplitude. We shall denote the 9 twist structures by (cj, dj), where earici (e2aidj) 

is the 23 phase acquired by the internal fields Xi, $j, Aj when translated around 

the torus in the ~(7) direction. The complex conjugate fields of course acquire 

the conjugate phases e-2Kic. J(emaridj). The three sets of a-boundary conditions 

are described by* cl = c2 = in, c3 = -gn with n = 0, +l, -1, and similarly for 

the r-boundary conditions with ci replaced by di. 

Because only free fields appear in (4.1), the correlator can be evaluated quite 

readily using techniques similar to those implemented in ref. [29] for the calcu- 

lation of flat space covariant fermionic loop amplitudes. More specifically, one 

can show that all terms contributing to (4.1) vanish as a consequence of some 

* The constraints cl + c2 + es = 0, and dl + d2 + ds = 0 axe required for there to be an 
N = 1 supersymmetry preserved after compactification to four dimensions (141. 
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Riemann &function identity, except for one term which takes the form: 

,2 - g2 
--s / 

d2~d2~1d2~2k,k, (eik.X(zl)e-ik.X(za)) 
P-3) 

The above correlators are again straightforward to compute in a given twist 

structure { (ci, di)} and g iven spin structures (a,b) and (a’,b’) for the right and 

left handed fermions respectively. After summing over twist and spin structures 

the answer can be cast in the form:+ 

m2 = -$k2 d2rd2z1d2z2 N (x12)-ka 
/ 

I 2 

c 
1 

{(ci*di)l (’ $I(‘1 - z2))219 [&t] (O)fl [f=i:] (O)ts [l=y (0) 

( c (6,as,9[;~;:](%1 - 
fo.bl 

%2)9 [;,+;;I (Oh9 [;,+;;I (Oh9 [;I (%l - %2)) 

where * denotes complex conjugation. The sum in (4.4) excludes the contribution 

of the twist structure ci z di E 0,i = 1,2,3. This contribution can be shown to 

vanish as a consequence of a standard Riemann &identity. The spin structure 

dependent phase 6(=,a) is just 6(;,,) = 6(,,1) = -1 and 6(o,o) = 1, where these 

correspond to the spin structures (P,A), (A,A) and (A,P) respectively. As in 

section 3, the sum here runs only over even spin structures for the right-handed 

fermions; the contribution of the (P,P) sector is zero due to the presence of 

fermion zero modes in that sector. The correlator of the free bosonic fields X” 

t see ref. [29] for our d-function notation and conventions. 
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yields a factor of (~12)~~’ in (4.4), where ~12 is given by: 

x12 = 1 M%l - 4 2 qq I 4 
1 

- &I&l - %2))2}. (4.5) 

The factor ( ni 9 [I$ (O))-’ in (4.4) is th e t wist-structure-dependent contribu- 

tion of the twisted bosons X’,X’ to the partition function. All the remaining 

r-dependent contribution of the various fields to the partition function has been 

lumped into an overall normalization constant N. To determine N we factor the 

above correlator on the partition function of this orbifold theory by taking the 

limit ~1 + ~2, ~1 + ~2. The latter in a given twist structure {(ci, di)) and spin 

structure (u,b) and ( u’, b’) for the right and left handed fermions, is given by: 

(4.6) 

In the above expression the factor of 27 for ci f 0, i.e. in the twisted sector, 

comes from the fact that there are 27 fixed points in this orbifold model, each 

contributing equally to the partition function of the twisted sector. On the other 

hand, in the sector where ci E 0, i.e. in the untwisted sector the same factor 

of 27 appears. The reason for this is that the partition function for a pair of 

x bosons with c = 0 and twisted in the r direction by d and 1 - d is given by 
(1 - e2rid )~(r)/t9[~& instead of ~(r)/t9[,& as is the case for ci f 0. This 

accounts for the multiplicative factor 11 - e21i/31211 - e2ri/31211 - e-4ri/312 = 27 

in the partition function for that sector. The factors of f and $ appear since we 
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must average over twist and spin structures in the r-direction instead of summing 

over them. Using eq. (4.4) and (4.6) we find that: 

(4-V 

At this stage it may seem that m2 in (4.4) vanishes trivially because of the 

on-shell condition k2 = 0. However as in the calculation in sec. 3 the integral 

over ~1 in (4.1) in the region ~1 + zz generates a factor of l/k2. Therefore 

A(k) in (4.1) contains a term of the form k2/k2. which is somewhat ambiguous. 

This is of course the same problem that occurred previously. As we did earlier, 

we will refrain from implementing the on-shell condition k2 = 0 until the term 

proportional to k2/k2 has been extracted. To justify this procedure we also 

calculate below the four point function involving appropriate fermions on the 23 

orbifold. From that we isolate the two point function for the U(1) charged scalars 

by factorization. As we shall see below, both results actually agree. One should 

view this agreement as a check on the validity of the corresponding factorization 

in the previous arbitrary background calculation. 

To extract the (k2/k2) term in (4.1), we first carry out the sum over even spin 

structures for the right-handed fermions in (4.4) using the following G-identity: 
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This gives: 

m2 = sk2/d2r N jd2zl/d2Z2(x12)-*l 

CL fl [;,‘;:I (a - z2) I[ 1 1 * {Cci9di)) t9 [II (%l - %2)‘[~~~~] (O) (9 [i] (%I - %2))2 ni 19 [f,‘;j] (0) 9 
r(~,)$z$ - 4)19[;:1;~](0)9[;:=;~](0)9[~~](~1-~2)~12[;:](0)]*. 

, 

(4-g) 
We next Taylor expand in powers of (~1 - ~2) and (21 - ~2) and isolate the 

singularity. The most singular term that goes as (~1 - ~z)-r-~‘(~r - ~2)~~~~~ 

vanishes by phase integration. The subleading singularity (~1 - ~2)-‘-“(~r - 

z2) 
-1-k’ survives to generate the desired l/k2 factor after integration over ~1. 

The final result takes the form: 

b?(W5 c c g13 [;:I (W’ [;I$] (0)9 [;:$;I (0)9 [$=lf:] (0) 
3 

* 
, 

(Cigdi) (a’,b’) 

(4.10) 

where we have substituted eq. (4.7) for N and used the fact that 9’,(O) = 

-27rr)3(7). 

One can check by examining the modular transformation properties of the 

x expression inside the square brackets in (4.10) that it is a modular form of weight 

zero. Furthermore one can check that it is bounded as r + ioo. However the 

only bounded modular form of weight zero is a constant [34]. Evaluating the 

expression at r = ioo gives the value of that constant. We find a value of -256~. 
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Putting this in (4.10) we finally get: 

m2 = ($b2 / 
d2r 

(Im r)2 

3g2 =- 79 ’ 

(4.11) 

where the integration over r covers the fundamental domain of the modular 

group. 

Let us now compare (4.11) with what we would expect from the general 

expression in (3.66). The massless spectrum of the 23 orbifold theory contains 

thirty six generations, each generation containing a 26 of $0(26) carrying U(1) 

charge -&, and an SO(26) singlet, carrying U(1) charge --&. The scalar whose 

mass is being calculated is of the former type. Substituting these numbers into 

eq.(3.66) and using the scalar mass formula m2 = gh Es q(a)c(a), we can verify 

that eqs.(rl.ll) and (3.66) agree with each other. 
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B. FOUR POINT FUNCTION 

To justify the above analysis we now turn to an orbifold amplitude involving 

four space-time fermions. In particular we shall calculate the amplitude 

A(h, h, k3, h) = & /d2r/ nd2%i 
i 

(V-;(ulrkl,zl)V~(u2,k2,%2)V~(u3,k3,%3)V~(u4,k4,Zq)), 
(4.12) 

where the fermionic vertex operators are chosen such that this amplitude factors 

on the two point function for the U(1) charged scalars in the s-channel. To isolate 

this two point function we shall look for the coefficient of the l/(kr . k2)2 pole in 

(4.12) as has been discussed in section three. 

More explicitly we shall take the vertices appearing in (4.11) as follows: 

V$u2,k2,z2) =(xm(Z,)Xi~(zz))u~‘s,‘(%2) [ $$w2 - ~2); 
, 

x[~+W(W~)XP(W~)+~~$W~)~~X~(W~) + ~i(w2)~X~(w2)]s~,(%2)eika.X(Pa) 1 

V$u4,k4,zq) =(XN4(E4)X’4(z4))u:4s;(%4) [ $~~~(w4 - z4); 

x[~p4(~4)i3XP4(~4)+~~(w4)dXj(w4) + $J(w4)~X~(w4)]Sa,(y)eik4’X(a4) . 1 
(4.13) 

Here Mi, Ni run over 7, . . . . 32 and we also choose Nr # Ml and N3 # M3; pi are 

four dimensional uncompactified vector indices. To ensure that V-;V; factors on 

the correct vertex for the U(1) charged scalar we furthermore need to choose: 

w=+++(-- or,++), as----(+- or -+), 

a~=--+(-- or ++), a4++-(+- or -+), 
(4.14) 
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for the spinor polarizations in the helicity basis. The terms inside the parantheses 

stand for the four-dimensional polarizations. 

We first analyse the right-handed sector in a given twist structure ((ci, di)}. 

Among all the terms that could have contributed to (4.12), the only term that 

does not vanish as a consequence of some Riemann G-identity is the following: 

lim (~4 - ~4) + lim 
W”Z4 W--z2 

(wz - Z2)f(S+++(@--+(Z2)~---(Z3)S++-(%4)) 

X (t?Xp’(W2)t?Xp’(W4) n eiki’X(ri)). 

i 

(4.15) 

In the above expression, all polarizations are now four-dimensional. In evaluating 

(4.15) we use many of the results and techniques given in ref. [29] for the eval- 

uation of fermionic amplitudes in flat ten-dimensional space, to which we refer 

the reader for further details. Here we suppress many of the details and instead 

highlight some of the main features pertaining to this calculation. 

A simple group theoretic analysis shows that A has 4 independent tensor 

structures under the Lorentz group. ( This is the number of independent singlets 

in (2,1)~(2,1)~(1,2)~(1,2)~(2,2)~(2,2) P re resentation of SU(2) x SU(2)). 

We write down the general expansion for the correlator as:* 

* We are using a normalieation scheme where {rp’, 7”) = 6~“. 
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(s+++(%l)s--+(%Z)s--- (%3)s++- (%4)) 

+C(71c47y~)&4&Ylan + ~(7~47P)~4~*(7~27P)a~~~. 

(4.16) 

The individual Lorentz invariant coefficients (A, B, C, D) can be evaluated by 

calculating the correlator on the left-hand side for particular polarizations that 

contribute to that Lorentz structure only. For example A  in (4.16) is given by 

the correlator on the left hand side with polarizations or = ++, cyz = --, iy3 = 

-+, ciq = +-, ~2 = 4 and ~4 = 4 and so on. The answer for A  can be written in 

the following form: 

(ii2ul)(a4u3) [&I * h)(Al + A2 + A3 + A4) + (kl - k2)(Al + A4)] (4.17) 

+ @a b37pu1)(~47p ,hu3)A5 , 

where 

Al = +-:(o) [(61(%2 - %4))-3(91(%1 - %2)&(%1 - %3)291(%3 - %4))-1 

h(%l - %4)&(%2 - %3)] 

l9 a + c3 [ I ( %l + %2 - %3 - %4 %1 - 3%~ - %3 + 324 

b+d3 2 2 9 
(4.18) 
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A2 = +K[(&(%2 - %4))-2(191(%1 - %3)91(%3 - %4))-l&(%2 - %3)] 

[ 
a 

7&1-&(%2 - ~1) 
a 

- -lnt91(22 - ~3) + 
a%2 

EIm(t3 - %I)] 

6 
a -I- c3 [ I %l + %2 - %3 - %4 

( 2 
a 

b + da 4 I( z1 - %2 - %3 + %4 

b 2 1 

%l + %2 + %3 - 324 %I - %2 + %3 - %4 

2 9 
(4.19) 

A3 = +K[(r91(%2 - ~))-~(291(%1 - %3)191(%1 - %2))-l&(%1 - %4)] 

- %2 - %3 + %4 
) 

while 

8 
%l + %2 - %3 - %4 

( 2 
- 322 + %3 + %4 

2 1 

%l - %2 ; %3 + %4 %l - %2 ; %3 - %4 , 

(4.20) 

A4 = +K(ti:(o))-’ [(&(%I - %3)81(%2 - 2,))~‘]{M31 - M34 - M21 + M24) 

[ gvLbP [;:s:] (“’ -%2;%3+%4)f;;;](%l -%2;%3+%4) 

29 [ I f=;; (%1,+%2;%3-%4$](%1+%2;%3-%4)].  

(4.21) 
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Finally, 

As = A4 with the replacement of the factor in the curly brackets by 

{ M23 - M24 -Mn+M4}, 
(4.22) 

where in (4.18),(4.19) and (4.21) Mij is the matrix given by, 

a 
Mij = (- 

a%4 
In&(%4 - %i) - ~I.III q) (-&- In&(%2 - %j) - EIm %j) (4.23) 

Furthermore K is an overall normalization that is determined by factoring the 

correlator on the partition function. We shall fix K below after we include the 

contribution of the left-handed sector (antianalytic sector ). 

One could attempt to simplify (4.17), h owever here we are only interested in 

isolating the contribution of the two point function for the U(1) charged scalars 

in the s-channel. As mentioned earlier this entails isolating a pole of the form 

(kl . k2)-2. Therefore it is only necessary to isolate the singularities in (4.17) in 

the limit %r + %z and/or %3 + ~4, and then %2 + ~4. This is what we shall do 

now. 

Consider the term in (4.17) proportional to (ICI . kz). For that term to con- 

tribute to the Ih p ole Al + A4 has to be singular enough in the above limit 

to yield a & P ole. After summing over spin structures using a Riemann 

g-identity, one can see that 111 has an explicit factor of &(%I - %z - %s + ~4) in 

the numerator and hence is not sufficiently singular to give the l/(kl - k2)3 pole. 

On the other hand A4 in the limit %r + ~2, %s -+ %4 has the required singularity 

so as to yield a term proportional to -(h after we carry out the integration, 

. as we shall explicitly see below. 

We next examine the contribution of the terms in (4.17) proportional to kl-k4. 

In this case the sum Al +A2 $43 +A4 needs to develop only a & pole. This is 

equivalent to the sum developing a singularity as %r --) %z or as z3 + ~4. However 
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it is not difficult to check that both A1 + 62 and A3 + A4 are singularity free in 

the limit zr -+ 22, while in the limit 23 + 24, Al + A3 and Az + A4 are singularity 

free. Therefore the sum Al + A2 + A3 + A4 does not develop any singularity in 

either limit and hence cannot give rise to any ’ o” pole upon integration. The 

same is actually true for the term proportional to A5. The above analysis shows 

that A4 is the only contribution from the right-handed fermions to the charged 

scalar two point function in the s-channel. 

To complete our analysis we need to calculate the contribution of the anti- 

analytic sector in the same limit; namely as ~1 + ~2, ~3 + ~4 and subsequently 

~2 + ~4. The relevant correlator for the left-handed gauge fermions is given by, 

We shall take Ml # Nr, M3 # N3, Nz = Nr, Na = NJ, Ml = AC&,& = 1 and 

24 = i. With these polarizations (4.24) will factorize on the antianalytic part of 

the U(1) charged scalar vertex. The answer for the correlator in (4.24) can be 

written as, 

(h(z1 - z2)&(z3 - z4)‘9l(zl - 23)91(21 - Y))*) -l 

(4.25) 

We are now ready to combine our results given in Eqs.(4.21) and (4.25) 

and extract the (kr . rCz)/(rCr * k~)~ t erm. For that we only need to isolate the 

singularities in (4.17) in the limit zr + ~2, 23 + 24 and subsequently 22 + ~4. 
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In a given twist structure we get 

A(ci,di) (‘1 . ‘2) = -‘(‘l . ‘2) (~) 

/ / d224 lz2 _ f;4i,,, / / lz3 - Ij$-2k,.k, 

(Kk)(a2~1)(~4u3)(~:(0))-2(6:(0))-4 

~[~=~](o)~[f~~](O)B[t~~](o)] 

(4.26) 
Again we have retained only terms that do not vanish by phase integration. The 

normalization KK can be determined by factoring the four point function on the 

identity operator and comparing with (4.6). We find that 

(KI?) =(L) ’ 
512~~ (Im r)2 (19:(o))3(3i:(o>)4(~(~))-3(~(~))-15 

(4.27) 

It is not difficult to verify that after carrying out the integrals in (4.26), using 

(4.27), and summing over all twist structures the answer reduces to the expected 

form, 

-(%7)2fhU~%W (2km; )2, 
1’ 2 

(4.28) 

where m is the scalar mass calculated in eq.(4.11). 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have calculated the one-loop Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms gen- 

erated in string theories compactified on an arbitrary background preserving 

space-time supersymmetry at string tree level. In particular we have calculated 

the one loop charged scalar masses and shown that they are in general non-zero 

if the four dimensional gauge group of the theory contains one or more U(1) fac- 

tors. From this we may extract the coefficient of the linear term in D, generated 

at the one loop order. The actual value of these terms is shown to depend on the 

background only through the massless spectrum of the theory and hence is in 

principle calculable through an index theorem. Furthermore, in the process we 

have also shown that the calculation of the scalar mass term at the one loop ul- 

timately reduces to the calculation of the expectation value of a dimension (1,l) 

operator. This indicates that we may interpret this operator as the vertex for the 

D-term. Additional evidence for this interpretation was obtained by analysing 

the space-time supersymmetry transformation properties of this operator. As is 

shown in appendix A this operator indeed transforms in the right way to be the 

vertex for the D-term. 

We would also like to mention that in the calculation of the scalar masses, 

had we apriori set the momentum to zero (or set k2 = 0) in the corresponding 

vertex operators, we would have found no contribution to the mass term. As 

we saw in section 3 and 4, integration over the location of the vertices on the 

string world-sheet generates a factor of l/k2, which cancels a factor of k2 in 

the numerator and gives a non-zero answer. This indicates that in general, the 

decoupling of a zero momentum vertex operator does not necessarily imply the 

decoupling of the corresponding state at zero momentum. Arguments relying on 

decoupling of zero momentum vertex operators should therefore be made with 

some degree of caution. 

Finally we discuss the significance of our calculation for the fate of a tree- 

level string vacuum which is destabilized [8] by one loop D-terms. In particular, 
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the sign of the D-term coefficient cl”) in (3.66) -in conjunction with data about 

the massless spectrum and string tree-level couplings-enables one to determine 

whether or not nearby stable vacua exist in which certain massless fields are given 

expectation values of order g [ll]. 

For example, the sign in (3.66) leads to the conclusion that all standard 

Calabi-Yau compactifications of the Spin(32)/& heterotic string can be stabi- 

lized in this way [ll]. T o see this, first consider the massless spectrum of a 

compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifold with Betti numbers br,r,b2,1, etc., 

and Euler characteristic x = 2(br,r - bz,r). The four dimensional gauge group 

is SO(26) x U(1). At the first order of a-model perturbation theory, there are 

br,r positive chirality scalar multiplets transforming as (26, -&) @  (1, -5) and 

b2,r multiplets transforming as (26, -&) $ (l,+--&). So for x # 0 the U(1) is 

‘anomalous’. 

Suppose for the sake of the argument that x > 0. Then at least br,r - bz,r of 

the (l,--%) multiplets -call them SI- must remain exactly massless at string 

tree-level. ( In fact there are general arguments that none of the 0(26) singlets 

can acquire a mass from either perturbative or non-perturbative [37] a-model 

effects, but we do not need this strong a result here.) Furthermore by U(1) 

gauge invariance any term in the superpotential containing an SI field contains 

at least two other types of fields ( since the mass terms involving SI are absent 

by assumption). Thus the string tree-level F-terms do not prevent expectation 

values for any combination of the SI. Furthermore, the charge of the SI fields 

has the correct sign to cancel the one-loop D-term if they are given appropriate 

vacuum expectation values. This is because the quantity c = & xi n;q;hi = 

h - 2 - 2; 7-c h I , - bz,r) is positive for x > 0, whereas the tree-level couplings 

~. of (Sl) to D is negative: qsl(S1)12 < 0. If x < 0, the same argument shows 

that vacuum expectation values for the bz,r - br,r massless fields SI transforming 

as (1, + 2 z ) can be chosen to cancel the one-loop D-term. Finally if x = 0, no 

D-term is generated. 
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Other examples of supersymmetric string vacua with nonzero one-loop D- 

terms are provided by (2,0) orbifolds. The question of whether stable shifted 

vacua exist in these models is difficult to answer except on a case-by-case basis. 

The models have a variety of four dimensional gauge groups and massless field 

quantum numbers. One must now ensure that any vacuum expectation values 

for massless scalars do not generate D-terms for non-anomalous factors in the 

gauge group, as well as not generating F-terms. For the specific models we have 

analysed, however, there is always some combination of scalar expectation values 

which cancels the one-loop D-term. We conjecture that such ‘re-stabilization’ is 

possible in any supersymmetric compactification, but we have no explanation for 

why this should be so. Work along these lines is in progress. 
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APPENDIX A 

Vertex Operators For Auxiliary Fields 

It was remarked in section 3 that the operator H(z)U(“)(z) may be regarded 

as the vertex operator for the auxiliary field D(“) associated with the da) (1) 

gauge current. More generally, if U(u) (z) d enotes the current associated with a 

non-Abelian symmetry, the vertex operator for the corresponding auxiliary Dca) 

field will be given by HI (z). In this appendix we show that these operators 

do satisfy the correct commutation relations with the space-time supersymmetry 

charge so as to be interpretable as the vertex operator for auxiliary D fields. 

We also construct the vertex operator for the auxiliary F fields for any chiral 

supermultiplet. 

If (At), X$f’, it’, D@)) d enote the vector supermultiplet,* then in the Wess- 

Zumino gauge the supersymmetry transformation laws of various fields are given 

by, 

[Qa, At)] = -$J a 
pb 

{ Qa, X(Q) = -i&b) - i 
ti” 

-$“7”),8(kvAj$ - k,Ap)) 

{Qa, A(“)‘} = 0 

[Qa, D’“‘] = i$( ji~)~,jX(“)’ 

Commutation relations of various fields with Qh are given by similar relations 

with dotted and undotted indices interchanged, and replacing DC”) by -Dca) 

everywhere. The vertex operators are related to the fields by truncation of the 

external propagator, hence the vertex operators (Vi’), V,‘“‘, Via), Vk’) for the 

* Here we follow the notation of Superspace [2] 
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supermultiplet are given by (k2AF’, fi( ,k),$(“)fi, a( ,k)bpX(“)p, DC’)) respec- 

tively. Transformation laws of these vertex operators are given by 

[Qa, s”V,(‘l’] = -i( x &&“)p 

{Qcx,“PVja)} = o 

From this we see that on shell, where ( b)Qb~b = 0, the D term disappears 

from the transformation laws of V’a),V’u) and I$‘). However [Qa,V”] is given 

by the fermion emission vertex which does not .vanish on-shell, hence the last Eq. 

(A.2) provides a nontrivial check to see if -iJ(z)U(“) (z) can be regarded as the 

vertex operator for the D field. Since 

s+(z)J(w)u(a) (a) - -;-&i+(z)u(‘)(I), W) 

we see that the supersymmetry charge indeed converts the operator -$J(Z)W (a) 

to the vertex operator for the emission of a gaugino in the -i picture. Hence 

J(z)id”)(~) may b e interpreted as the vertex operator for the D term. 

Next let us turn to the construction of the vertex operators for the auxiliary 

field F. If (A, &, F) d enote a negative chirality scalar supermultiplet, then the 

supersymmetry transformation laws take the following form, 
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[Qa, A] = $+a 

[Qci, A] = 0 

[Qa,FI =O 

[Qdr,F] = fi(~),,~p 

Again introducing the vertex operators (VA, V,, VF) G (k2A, a( ,k)&,t,@, F) we 

get, 

[Q~,VA] = 0 

[Qa,VA] = (b)&V, 

[Qa,ubV.] = (h)” aUiVF 

[QL,U#I~] = u&VA 

[Qatb] = 0 

[Q~,VF] = (V+)b. 

W) 

As was the case for VD, similarly the vertex operator VF for the auxiliary F field 

disappears from the transformation laws for the physical fields on-shell; however, ~. 
the transformation law of VF does not vanish on-shell and provides a constraint 

On VF. 

Given any massless scalar superfield, the vertex operator for the scalar com- 
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ponent in the -1 picture may be written as, 

where e’(z) is a function of the internal fields cp j. We propose the following form 

for the auxiliary field vertex operator VF in the zero picture: 

v.(z) - f-F(z) - )Fz {(w - ++(w)&&)}, (A7) 

where c+ is the holomorphic tensor field introduced in section 2. 

In order to show that VF defined in this fashion does satisfy the commutation 

relation given in (A.5), we need to show that 

g- (z)vF (w) 

where c$(w) is the internal part of the vertex operator V., and is related to 

PA(Z) by 

s+(zp~(w) - (z ‘,),%(W)’ (A9) 

We also have, from the first equation in (A.5) 

s-(*)PA(w) - (2 - w)i. Wo) 

In order to prove eq. (A.8) using (A.9) and (A.lO) it is most convenient 

to introduce a pair of free right-moving bosonic fields x, E which commute with 
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2$*, E*, ?A, ?.. and PF, and to define the operators: 

f(*) = ~-(,),~w)+xwl2 

S+(*) = ~+(,)ei(3((a)+X(z))lz 

z+(z) = ~+(+‘w 

f+) = ~~(,)ci(3e(Z)-X(E))/2 

GA(Z) = P~(a)c-ix~z) 

JTF(Z) = ~F(Z)&wX(4), ’ 

Using (A.7), (A.9), (A.lO) and the operator product 

i-(++(w) - (2 - w)-%+(w), 

we see that the operators defined above are mutually local: 

S+(z)iqw) - (2 - w)-lc.,(w) 

s-(Z)FA(W) - O(1) 

g+(z)?--(w) - (2 - w)-+F(w) 

S-(z):+(w) - (z - w)-%+(w). 

Therefore we may mode expand s*(z) and Z+(z) in the plane, 

8-(z) = c &-n-l 
n 

(All) 

(A 12) 

bw 

(Al4 
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where the sums over n do not necessarily run over integers. Using Eqs. (A.13) 

we get, 

Ii,+, f.(w)] = w$(w) 

[l?;, PA(W)] = 0 

[&e.(w)] = w”?&) 
( w 

Then 

Wm[& pF(w)] = [k, [&VA(w)]] ’ 

= I[$, G&l, CA(W)] - I[& c4b)l, $1 bw 
=w n+me$(w), 

i.e. 

This gives back the operator product, 

= w+@(w). 

k(=)i+P(w) 

(A 17) 

W) 

Using Eqs. (A.ll) we get 

s-(z)vF(W) - (z; ,,%(W,, Wg) 

which is the relation required to show that VF is indeed the vertex operator for 

the auxiliary field F. 
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